Prediction of domains in new protein sequences is an important task. Current methods use pattern databases (for a review see, Atwood, 2000) which are based on multiple alignments represented in various forms. In a search for fast prediction methods, we previously found that the number of significant similarities found by BLAST between a query and the known members of a domaingroup, (NSD) and the average similarity score of the hits (AVS) are efficient indicators of domain homologies (Hegyi and Pongor, 1993; Murvai et al., 1999) . Here we describe a simple probabilistic scoring system that can be used for the automated prediction of domain homologies.
The ease by which a sequence can be assigned to a given domain group will depend on: (i) how similar the constituent sequences are to each other (the 'tightness' of the group); and (ii) how different they are from other sequences ('separation' from other groups). We carried out a database versus database comparison using the 1515 domain groups (79 478 sequences) of the SBASE 7.0 domain sequence library. For each domain sequence we counted the significant BLAST similarities it had with the domains of a give type (NSD), and computed an average similarity score (AVS) from the corresponding values, as described (Hegyi and Pongor, 1993; Murvai et al., 1999) . Figure 1a shows the AVS versus NSD plot of the ABC transporter domains (Higgins et al., 1988) . We estimate the probability of an NSD value being a positive hit, from the cumulative frequency distribution of the known NSD values (curve P NSD p (·), Figure 1d ). The P NSD p (·) curve of a domain group can be simply calculated from the results of the database versus database comparison as the fraction of NSD values below a given value (0 < P NSD p (NSD) < 1). In an analogous way, we can estimate the probability of an NSD value indicating that a domain is not a false positive P NSD nfp (NSD), from the NSD values of those sequences that do not contain the given domain but produce a significant BLAST hit with some of its members (curve P NSD nfp (·), Figure 1d ). Similar
can be computed from the AVS values of the database versus database comparison. The empirical cumulative score C is then computed as follows:
where T P NSD and T P AVS are premium values given if NSD and AVS are above the group threshold T NSD and T AVS ; respectively. The values of both T P T,NSD and T P T,AVS were arbitrarily taken as 2, so the value of the cumulative score is between 0 and 8. The C-value can be calculated for each domain type present in a BLAST output, and the domain-type with the highest Cvalue is assigned to the query. As a starting point, we set the threshold values T NSD and T AVS to the lowest corresponding value within the domain group (which is equivalent to choosing the minimal C-value as a threshold). In this manner, no false positives and false negatives were found in 1365 out of the 1515 domain groups. In the remaining 150 groups An additional Cthreshold was determined by optimizing the Matthews coefficient (Matthews, 1975) . Table 1 shows the statistics for selected domain groups.
Summarizing, the C-score seems to be a simple and robust predictor of domain similarities that compares quite favourably with more complicated methods in terms of CPU time and update costs. As BLAST runs are routinely used in most sequencing projects, we think that this score can be of use in genome sequence evaluation. 1 Given as average ± standard deviation (minimum-maximum). 2 Protein sequences were taken from a non-redundant protein sequence database formed from Swiss-Prot 37 (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000) and PIR 59 (Barker et al., 2000) and compared to SBASE-A. 3 Domain sequences were taken from the SBASE-A domain sequence library version 7 (Murvai et al., 2000) , the BLAST parameters are given under Figure 1 . 4 Threshold values selected based on the Matthews correlation coefficient (Matthews, 1975) . In the other cases C is the minimum value of the group. Murvai et al., 2000) . Each dot represents a domain sequence, and the AVS and NSD values are computed from the BLAST similarities between the sequence and other members of the group. Blue signs represent domain sequences that are not ABC transporters but still produce a significant BLAST similarity score with some of the ABC transporters. The database versus database comparison was carried out with BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) , using a significance threshold of 0.8 and a minimum score of 32. . T NSD is a threshold value; if the NSD value of a given sequence is above this threshold, the sequence receives a threshold premium of 2, plus the respective P NSD p (NSD) value. A similar procedure is followed using the AVS values. C is calculated only if at least one of the threshold values is reached.
